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ABSTRACT
The report treats the cosmic ray variations
connected with the changes of atmospheric tem-
perature and solar activity level and the va-
riations which are probably due to zonal cosmic
ray modulation.
A new type of cosmic ray variations, so called zonal
cosmic ray modulation, was found in the lower atmosphere
from the sonde measurement results /1/. The new variations
give rise to anomalies in the latitude distributions of
the cosmic ray charged component and the anomalous north-
south asymmetry. To find the nature of the variations, we
began measuring the cosmic ray general component with the
same detectors as in the sonde measurements (the STS-6)
gas-discharge counters and the counter telescopes with
7-mm A1 filters detecting the electrons of energy above
200 keV and 5 MeV).
In this report the measurement data obtained in An-
tarctica (Mirny) in the years 1978-1983 are presented and
discussed.
Measurement results. Two B-I instruments described in
/2/ are in 0pera_ion at Mi_ny. The measurements are taken
daily for two hours (0800-1000 UT). The data on the time
dependence of the cosmic ray global component are obtained
using six independent units (the unit consists of ten
STS-6 counters with a 16 cm 2 geometric factor each). The
monthly means of charged-particle number per minute cor-
" rected for barometric effect (-0.16%/mb) are shown in
Fig. 1 (curve C), The data on time dependence of the cosmic
ray vertical component are obtained using three indepen-
• dent units. These data corrected for barometric effect
_0.24%/mb) are shovm in Fig. I (curve T).
Considering that radioactive background is in prac-
tice absent at Mirny /3/(the charged particle flux is
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19850026700 2020-03-20T16:52:27+00:00Z
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Fig. 1. Time dependences
• at Mirny (x=IO30 , r , , , -_t,O0[,_
g/cm2).C ean.d_- cos- __/_/_k_/"___o, se-l+_-
mic ray gl°bal and ver-_3_°i._ °'
tical components corre- _ C
lated for barometric ef- _3_0
fect ;_ -correction co- T 92
efficient for tempere- z3_°-
ture; C' and T'-cos- 88_-
obv 1tical components correc- 9oz"ted for barometric andtemperature effects. B5t i l l l l
about 300 m-2s-I) , the JsT8 80 Is8_
observed variations are _'_ARS
mainly due to cosmic ray variations.
Seasonal cosmic ray variations. As it should be expected,
the_main variatlons of the measured particle number on the
Earth's surface in Antarctica are due to the seasonal tem-
perature variations. The seasonal variation amplitude (3-4%)
is in a good agreement with the calculated values because of
the muon component intensity variations /4/. Curve _ in
Fig. I presents the values of the correction factors calcu-
lated allowing for the atmospheric temperature distribution
inferred from meteorological sounding data and of the parti-
al temperature coefficients for the cosmic ray general com-
ponent at sea level. The correction factoroQ -I/(1+K_t),
where K is a partial temperature coefficient, _t is the
difference between the temperature measured at a given iso-
baric level and the temperature of the standard atmosphere
at the same level; _ K mt _ is the mean of the 10 isobaric
levels in the 10-1000 g/cm 2 interval. Curves C' and T' in
Fig. I show the data corrected for the temperature effect.
It is seen that, apart from the temperature-induced variati-
ons, the general component suffers other types of variations.
The variations due to changes of solar activit,y level.
From 19_8 to 1982, _he mean level of the c_arged-partic_e
number at Mirny has changed by _ 3%. The same change of the
particle number was inferred from the data of the vertical
telescope with the 7-ramA1 filter at Murmansk. The changes
are in a good agreement with the nucleon component variati-
ons inferred from the data of high-latitude neutron monitors
(see Pig. 2).
During the above mentioned period the sunspot number in-
creased markedly, so the observed cosmic ray intensity decre-
ase was mainly due to the rise of solar activity level. From
Fig. 2 it may be seen that the amplitude of these variations
in the nucleon component (NM) is 4 times greater than the
amplitude in the general component (T) of cosmic rays at sea
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data of the
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level. Once the continuous series of the nucleon component
data from Apatity are available, the cosmic ray variations
due to solar activity changes may be excluded from the data
shown in Fig. I C' and T'. The time dependences of cosmic
rays at Mirny after excluding the temperature variations
and the variations due to solar activity are shown in
Pig. 3 (Curves C'' and T''). The residual variations may
be thought tobe due mainly to the measurement errors and to
the errors in introducing the corrections for the baromet-
ric and temperature effects. It should be noted, however,
that the found variations resemble the variations in the
lower atmosphere inferred from the sonde measurements of
cosmic rays.
i f I , J _ 71,0=o,_
t021- ,, . X=_030_.cm-_ I _:
' ¢ /_'_, _ I Fig. 3. The correctedtoo_' _ _h /4A . time dep ndences of
_' I ',./_.v ",_ v v ,j .,,--It,o__ the cosmic ray char-
_ I _,A/_ l_ h,_'.__h A T|,.oo ged component at
I_<,, _/Vv <' _b/V _ W',-,]/ Mirny. C'' and T'' -
Z
. tj c., x-4Bo .. t_ ^ o,g_® at sea level; C"z
' .'w kJl.,,/ =- and - at the
level x=480 g/cm2;
" _ _'_'_ 1,0 P - atmospheric pres-
sure at Nirny.
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The variations due to the zonal cosmic ray modulation.
During_he studied period, the zonal cosmic ray modulation
was clearly expressed in the lower atmosphere over Mirny,
which can be seen in _ig. 3 where curves C" Z and T" showZ
the time dependence of the cosmic ray charged component
inferred from the gas-discharge counter and telescope mea-
surements at the level x=480 g/cm 2 over _irny after exclu-
ding the variations due to solar activity changes. Here the
cosmic ray intensity variations are significant. The par-
ticle number changes by up to 10%. The changes at sea level_
are I-2%, i.e. 5 times as small as the changes at 500 g#cm _
level. In both cases, however, we can clearly see the vari-
ations of some half-year period with21-1.5% amplitude at sea
level and 2-5% amplitude at 480 g/cm level. At the same t_
me, the variations with characteristic times of 2-3 years
can be seen. The found variations can hardly be accounted
for by incorrect inclusion of the barometric and temperatu-
re effects because such variations are absent both in pres-
sure (curve P in Fig. 3) and temperature (curve_in Fig. I).
In this case the annual variations would have been most
probably found because they show the largest amplitudes in
both pressure and temperature.
Thus, the measurements of the cosmic ray charged com-
ponent at Mirny have shown that the zonal cosmic ray modu-
lation seems to exist also at sea level, but its amplitude
is about an order as low as at _500 g/cm 2 level. The same
conclusion can essentially be drawn from the analysis of
the neutron monitor data made in /5/ for the solar minimum
of 1964-1965.
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